Exercices present perfect

Les corrections se trouvent en bas de page.

Exercice 1

Choisissez la forme correcte du présent progressif:
1. We (am listening / are listening / is listening) to a song.
2. Kevin (am eating / are eating / is eating) an orange.
3. You (am wearing / are wearing / is wearing) a nice jacket.
4. I (am practising / are practising / is practising) Spanish grammar.
5. Wendy and Tony (am talking / are talking / is talking) to the teacher.

Exercice 2

Mettez les verbes entre parenthèses au présent progressif:
1. Tina (do) __________ the washing-up at the moment.
2. She thinks that her kids (run) __________ around in the garden.
3. But they (play/not) __________ in the garden.
4. Bob (sit) __________ in front of the TV.
5. He (watch) __________ a film.
6. Sandra (lie) on the sofa.
7. She (watch/not) __________ TV.

Exercice 3

Faites des phrases au présent progressif:
1. (I/do/right/it) ? => ___________________
2. (you/sleep) ? => ___________________
3. (he/read/the paper) ? => ___________________

Correction exercice 1
1. We are listening to a song.
2. Kevin is eating an orange.
3. You are wearing a nice jacket.
4. I am practising Spanish grammar.
5. Wendy and Tony are talking to the teacher.

Correction exercice 2
1. Tina is doing the washing-up at the moment.
2. She thinks that her kids are running around in the garden.
3. But they are not playing in the garden.
4. Bob is sitting in front of the TV.
5. He is watching a film.
6. Sandra is lying on the sofa.
7. She is not watching TV.

Correction exercice 3
1. Am I doing it right?
2. Are you sleeping?
3. Is he reading the paper?